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Risk Analysis and Technology Assessment Course
NanoNextNL is committed to addressing the risks and societal dimensions of nanotechnology: 

The research theme Risk Analysis and Technology Assessment (RATA) interacts with all other research

themes within NanoNextNL and NanoNextNL offers a dedicated course on this topic. This two-day

course is specifically tailored to meet the needs of NanoNextNL partners and  focuses on the art of risk

analysis and technology assessment as they apply to nanotechnology and your own work: How do

your research findings ultimately find their way into society? How to navigate obstacles along the way?

By way of focused lectures and group work, we will explore ways to assess environmental and health

risks and address public communication, entrepreneurship, and ethics.

5 reasons to join the course
Learn about the art of risk analysis and technology assessment (RATA)

Find out how you can effectively address RATA themes in your own research

Get involved in fascinating studies on the impacts of nanotechnologies on society - and vice versa

Meet interesting colleagues from adjacent and not-so-adjacent fields of research

Develop an action plan to tackle the RATA challenges of your interest

Course topics
Risk perception   The innovation cycle

Understanding the purpose of risk analysis and 

technology assessment and its relevance to your work

The art of risk assessment: concepts, language and paradigm

Discussing the relevance of RATA themes to NanoNextNL research

Technology assessment: impacts of nanotechnologies on society - and vice versa 

Drafting a concrete action plan to address RATA-themes in your own research

Getting to know the RATA research programme and its researchers 

Assistance and support from NanoNextNL.

Course leaders

Prof Ad Ragas is Professor of Environmental Sciences at the Open University of the Netherlands and

Assistant Professor at the Department of Environmental Science of the Radboud University Nijmegen. Ad

has a PhD in Environmental Studies from Nijmegen University. Ad’s research focuses on modeling risks of

chemical substances (and other stressors) for human health and ecosystems, with a special interest in

uncertainty analysis of risk predictions and in risk perception.

Dr Daan Schuurbiers is director of the Pilot Plant (De Proeffabriek), a consultancy for responsible innovation.

He has a PhD in ethics of technology from Delft University of Technology. Daan currently advises knowledge-

intensive organizations on stakeholder engagement with research and innovation. He has 

developed and organised a wide range of courses and training programmes, 

including a series of international advanced courses on applied 

nanoethics in Oxford.



NanoNextNL education
A number of courses have been developed within NanoNextNL, which deal with the various aspects

related to the societal implementation of research outcomes, and are aimed at fostering this process.

IP Awareness & Valorisation

understanding the legal, economic and societal aspects of the valorisation of research outcomes

Risk Analysis & Technology Assessment

understanding the issues of risk and societal embedding related to a research topic

Entrepreneurship

understanding the commercial viability of research ideas and the essentials of entrepreneurship

Information and registration
More information on NanoNextNL courses can be found on the extranet (extranet.nanonextnl.nl)

where you can also register. Please contact the Programme Office if you have any additional

questions you would like to ask (info@nanonextnl.nl).




